What does resiliency
mean to me?
The word resilience means to never
stop going, even at the bottom of
the abyss. I wear it as a badge of
courage, for if I do not tell the
naked truth about life with cerebral
palsy, autism, or any other disability,
who will? During my childhood, I
suffered abuse of all kinds and was
fighting my own demons. My life
turned around the moment I realized
that I could love my cerebral palsy,
and became a born-again Christian.

WHO AM I?
Hey, I’m Amanda Forry-Fino, I would
describe my experiences with cerebral
palsy to describe who I am as a
human being. I’m a family-oriented
person. I'm a Self-Advocate, CP Gal. I
am an author who self-published. My
religion is Christianity. People often
take for granted things that I cannot
do. In addition, I would mention that
though I'm different from you, I still
have goals, dreams, and hobbies.

WHAT PEOPLE ASSUME A PERSON
WITH A DISABILITY COULD NOT DO.
I have gotten a standing ovation from the DC
Author's Dinner Group, including some of our
time's most significant bestselling authors and
news reports. I sat in the Senate Gallery after a
day of lobbying for disability rights; in
Richmond Virginia. I can fly an airplane on my
own.-Yet, we do not have all of the rights as we
wish. SSI is honestly how the government keeps
disabled people under their thumb to keep
them from moving ahead in their life. With
poor pay, If you work you lose it, get married
you lose it, and as in my case if they decide
you're not disabled anymore they just take it
and there's nothing you can do about it.
Locking up disabled people in hospitals, group
homes, even jail. The government has so much
control over disabled people that they're afraid
to lose their checks and insurance etc which is
why you never see disabled people organizing
a march or a protest. eople with cerebral palsy
are often the forgotten people in the U.S.A.

ONE OF MY GOALS
I hope to bring faith communities, children
with disabilities, and their families together
by teaching and helping since having a
church family is important and beneficial at
any age. I aim to guide several churches into
being more disability-friendly, including
people with disabilities and including them
with the respect we deserve. I have created
a flyer on "How to welcome a Disabled Adult
in Church." I am praying to pave the way of
including people with disabilities in every
church in America.

What is CP?
Cerebral Palsy A to Z
Like life itself; A
subject you should
have learned in
elementary school

WHAT IS
CEREBRAL PALSY**
Cerebral palsy (CP) is a group of disorders that
affect a person’s ability to move and maintain
balance and posture. GP is the most common
motor disability of childhood. About 1 in 345
children has been identified with CP according to
estimates from CDC’s Autism and Developmental
Disabilities Monitoring (ADDM) Network.CP is
more common among boys than girls, and more
common among black children than among white
children. Most (about 75%-85%) children with CP
have spastic CP. This means that their muscles
are stiff, and as a result, their movements can be
awkward. Over half (about 50%-60%) of children
with CP can walk independently. Young girl with
cerebral palsy. About 1 in 10 children identified
with CP walk using a hand-held mobility device.
Many children with CP have one or more
additional conditions or diseases along with their
CP, known as co-occurring conditions. For
example, about 4 in 10 children with CP also
have epilepsy and about 1 in 10 have autism
spectrum disorder.
**CBC
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/cp/facts.html

THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT CP
ACCORDING TO ME.
Why pity me? I know that you are being
nice, but there is no reason because we are
just like you. We can feel the same emotions
as you, love, sadness, joy, and anger. Many
of us can go to a bar or concert, drink a
beer, have friends, and enjoy life. However,
most people with CP cannot do so.
CP can range from A to Z, which means one
can have a tinge of it, and sadly one can be
in a wheelchair helpless.
Being born with a disability ISN’T a crime,
but some aspects make us feel jailed, (while
real criminals are released without bail!).
Group homes are meant to keep adults with
disabilities in a safe environment, but some
of them could improve to make it more a
“family home” environment. We long for
home and family, too!
Why do we, as disabled adults, always get
treated like children? People with
disabilities are no less adults, innocents, or
unaware of their disability.
Additionally to my CP, I also suffer from
mental health issues unrelated to it.

GTROWING UP
Having Cerebral Palsy is no walk in the park, plus
I had a mother who hated me for 23 years after
she learned I was disabled. In the end, I realized
that was why she had abused me all my life. My
mother pulled me out of the 8th grade and
homeschooled me. I have hidden behind a wall
for ten years. I developed resulting mental health
issues that took me so long to get over. At the
age of 27, I embraced my CP, becoming a CP Gal
and a Self-Advocate. I rely on my faith when I
have difficulty coping with my CP as a bornagain Christian. It took a long time, I have
forgiven my mom.

How can we support people in
our lives to help them be
resilient and promote selfdetermination?
IF we are going to make a change, we can
never give up on our dreams. It is my passion to
be a good role model by displaying my selfdetermination and by never giving up on myself
in life. I never gave up on my book. I hope to
empower people by encouraging them to speak
up if they have encountered similar situations
by writing my book. I also wanted people to
understand that people with disabilities feel the
same emotions as any other human: I love, I feel
sadness, and I experience joy, and I am even
overcome with anger in certain situations. There
is no reason to treat people with disabilities like
children; we are not lesser than any other adults
in the room. I do not need pity; I can tell when
you are being over nice and treating me like a
child. I do not need tokenism.

